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PREFACE

Current communication technology offers the opportunity to improve productivity and safety in
railroad operations compared to previous technology. This report documents the design and
evaluation ofa digital communication device intended to improve roadway worker safety and
productivity. The goal of the study was to understand the safety implications ofnew
communication devices and to identify usability issues associated with making them effective
tools for their operators.

The prototype device was designed as a handheld information appliance with wireless access to
the Internet. Roadway workers tested this data link device prototype as part ofa usability
evaluation. Their comments and the results of these tests are described in this report.

in
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Communications between Roadway Workers and Dispatchers

The present study examinedthe use of data link (digitalcommunications) from the roadway
workerperspective. What communication problemsdoes the roadwayworkerencounter? Does
data linkoffer a solution to these communication problems? Whatare the requirements that must
be addressed so that roadway workers can effectively use data link?

The use ofcurrent communicationtechnologies to meet roadway worker information
requirementswas examined. An application was developed for use on a handheld computer with
wireless communicationcapabilities that enabled the roadway worker to obtain informationfrom
the dispatcher only previously available by telephone or voice radio. This communication device
was intended to supplement the use ofvoice radio and telephone.

The first goal ofthis study was to understand the communicationlink between roadway workers
and train dispatchers. Communications between the two groups were observed at a Traffic
Control Center as well as in the field. Dispatchers were interviewed regarding their
conversations with roadway workers, and roadway workers were interviewed regarding their
interactions with dispatchers.

Two types ofmessages between dispatchers and roadway workers were identified. The first type
included those messages that followed a protocol governed by operating rules that everybody
must follow. Examples ofthese messages were movement permits, authorization to foul the
track, authority to pass a stop signal, and submission ofspeed restrictions. The second type
included messages that did not follow a structured pattern. Examples ofthese unstructured
messages were verbal permission for signal maintenance, detailed description ofjob being
performed on the track, and updates about expected time to complete a given job.

Dispatchers and roadway workers were also questioned about potential tools aimed at improving
their communication system. While dispatchers found benefits in shifting the structured
messages to computerrbasedmedia, roadway workers did not see a significant benefit. In a
previous study examining the use ofdata link (Malsch, Sheridan, and Multer, 2004), dispatchers
preferred the idea of receiving work requests directly on their computer monitors rather than
over the radio. They could see the queue of incoming messages and answer them according to
their priorities, rather than on a first come first servedbasis. Dispatchers also saw potential in
additional decision aids that could be implemented once the work requests had been
electronically received, such as highlighting on their screensthe sectionof track being requested.

While roadway workers saw benefits for the dispatchers, they also believed that sendingjust a
few daily work requestselectronically would be a burdenand not an advantage. They were
concerned about the ease with whichthey could send these work requests using a handheld
computer. They wereparticularly worried aboutwhetherthey wouldreceive adequate training.
Nevertheless, they saw benefits in usingdata link technology to obtain information about
railroad operations that they normally wouldreceive by voiceradio fromthe dispatcher. The
roadway workers sawgreat potential in retrieving important information in real time such as
train location, or special rules that apply to specific sections of track.

IX



Design and Evaluation of a Data Link Prototype

Based upon observations and interviews with dispatchers and roadwayworkers, a prototype
communication application was developed to perform two types oftasks: request information
related to operation conditions and request work authorizations. Despite the roadway workers'
concerns for usability and training with respect to sending work requests by data link, this
function was included because of its potential to assist dispatchers in reducing workload. The
complexity of the application was reducedto improve roadwayworker acceptance of the device.

The prototype device operated on a personal digital assistant(PDA) with wireless accessto the
Internet. Roadway workers volunteered to test the prototype in a seriesoflaboratory experiments
to evaluate its usability and to compare it with the voice radio environment.

In termsofusability, the participants indicated thatall the features included in the prototype
were easy or very easy to use. At the same time, they agreed that ifthey had the opportunity to
use suchan information device in real railroad operations, they would use it to submit work
requests and to retrieve informationrelatedto operatingconditions such as updated scheduleof
trains.

In comparison to the voice radio environment, the data link deviceresulted in safer operations,
improved knowledge of potential risks, and communications that were more accurate. At the
same time, it resulted in a reduced number ofwork requests submitted to the dispatcher and
slower communications.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Communications Play a Vital Role in Railroad Operations

Ofthe many employees working in railroad operations, three groups play a key role: railroad
dispatchers, train crews, and roadwayworkers. Railroad dispatchers ensure the safe movement of
trains, equipment, and personnel on the track. Each dispatcher manages a portion ofthe track
network. Locomotive engineers and conductors operate and manage the train. They follow the
instructions given by dispatchers through movement authorities and the signal system (wayside
or in-cab). Roadway workers maintain and occasionally construct the railroad infrastructure,
which includes: track, signals, switches, station platforms, electrification,bridges, tunnels,
embankments, and culverts.

Communicationsare vital in making railroad operations safe and efficient. All three groups of
railroad employees engage in a continuous exchange of information. Voice radio currently
serves as the primary medium for sharing information. In addition to communicationsbetween
operatingstaff, two-waycommunications also take place betweenoperatorsand equipment
along the right-of-way as well as at the dispatch center. In centralized traffic control territory,
switches and signals receive commands from the dispatcher's computer. These commands
determine the track over which the train will travel as well as any speed restrictions. Wayside
signals communicate information about movement authorities to the train crews. Except in
automatic block signal (ABS) territory and dark territory, remotely located equipment provides
feedback to the dispatchers about the actual state ofthe switches and signals, as well as
information about train location. In ABS and dark territory, voice radio serves as the only
medium for communication among dispatchers, train crews, and roadway workers.

Voice radio communications are vital to the safe and efficient operation of the railroads. Voice
radio supports two types of communication tasks. The first type includes safety-critical
communications related to train movements and allocation oftrack between roadway workers
and trains. The second type includes tasks that are important to the efficient operation ofthe
railroad. For example, the dispatcher may forward information about train movements (i.e.,
current train delays) to roadway workers or train crews..

The characteristics ofvoice radio and the way railroad operations are conducted have
contributed to several problems. First, the available voice radio bandwidth is inadequate to
support current communication needs (Federal Railroad Administration, 1994; Roth and Malsch,
1999).The Federal CommunicationsCommissionhas allocated 208 channels (182 in the VHF
bandand 26 in the UHF band)for railroad operations (CodeofFederal Regulations, 2000).
However, within a geographic regiona much smallernumber of channels are available (e.g., 3 or
4). Voice communications for main lineoperations are typically restricted to a single channel. In
addition, only one person can communicate on a channel at a time. Other workers who want to
use the same channel must wait until the channel is clear. As a result, voice radio channels are
congested.

The inadequate communication bandwidth is also partly dueto thechanging nature of how
dispatchers and roadway workers perform their jobs. Asnew technology in theform of voice
radio and train control systems have been implemented, block operator positions have been
gradually eliminated. Block operators performed ajob similar to that ofdispatchers, but over a



smaller geographic territory. They communicated with dispatchers overwire line telephones and
with traincrews using a hoop with a string. As block operator positions were eliminated, the
dispatcher becameresponsible formanaging a larger territory with a concomitant increase in
communication workload. By contrast, the roadway worker has not experiencedthe same
increase in communication workload.

Second, the temporal nature ofauditory information imposes a significant burden on railroad
employee's memory. Railroad workers adapted by recording important information on paper.
However, thetime it takes to record this information places aburden onthedispatcher's memory
and increases workload.

Advances in communication technology have the potential to improve railroad safety and
productivity. The use ofdata link(defined asdiscretely addressed digital telecommunications)
has beenproposed as a communication medium to supplement voice radio. Data link uses the
communication bandwidth more efficiently than voice radio. Information transmitted digitally
can be presented aurally orvisually. These characteristics offer opportunities to address the
limitations posed by voice radio. However, iftheneeds and limitations of operators are clearly
understood, designers are more likely to usenewtechnology inwaysthat positively impact
safety and productivity. As mentioned earlier, newtrain control technology has increased the
communication load for thedispatcher. Simply increasing bandwidth by adding channels could
adversely impact the dispatcher's performance ifthe design ofthe system does notconsider the
communication load that the dispatcher can handle safely. For example, if data link technology
enables many people to simultaneously send the dispatcher messages, the dispatcher may still be
onlyable to attend to onemessage ata time. To avoid communication overload, the dispatcher
will need awayto filter and organize the incoming messages. Similarly, roadway workers may
be frustrated by a lack ofresponse when their requests for information orwork authorization go
unanswered longer than they expect.

The current study was partofa research program to measurehow the data link user interface
impacts humanperformance in railroad operations. A goal ofthis study was to understand the
safety implications andusability requirements for roadway workersto take advantage ofdata
link technology.

The first study in the program examinedthe use ofdata link by the dispatcher (Malsch, 1999 and
Basu, 1999; Malsch, Sheridan, and Multer, 2004).This research compared dispatcher
performance in the currentvoice radio environment to a data link environment, using a train
dispatcher simulator with data link capabilities. In this system, a computer-simulated train
operates while the experimenter simulates all other railroad agents, including roadway workers.
When data link capabilities were enabled, dispatchers received information from all the trains in
their territory, as well as from roadway worker crews in visual form using an e-mail-like
application. When data link capabilities were unavailable, dispatchers communicated with trains
and roadway worker crews by voice radio.

The results indicate that data link was an efficient tool for communicating complex messages,
particularly where acknowledgement ofmessages was required. Data link improved train and
roadway worker safety, and situation awareness while lowering the dispatcher's perceived
workload compared to voice radio. Data link was less efficient for communicating simple or
urgent messages.



During the first study, dispatchers made several comments that addressed the use ofdata link in
the field as well as in the traffic management center. In particular, they made several comments
relevant to the use ofdata link by roadway workers.

These comments are listed below:

• Since, roadway workers currently lack data link communication tools, they wondered how
the work crews in the field would send and receive digital messages. They also raised
concerns that some roadway workers might be unfamiliar with computers.

• Dispatchers liked the idea ofdata link. Data link enabled dispatchers to control the order in
which messages were responded to. When using voice radio, dispatchers are more likely to
answer messages on a first-come first-served basis because they often don't know the reason
for the call. With data link, they could assign priorities to incoming messages and deal first
with the most important ones. This finding was also supported by Vanderhorst's (1990)
research comparing data link to voice radio.

• The dispatchers appreciated not having to repeat a message many times due to low quality
voice radio transmissions. Eliminating the repetition ofmessages decreased workload and
left more time for other activities.

1.2 Research Goals

The present study examined one form ofdata link from the perspective of the roadway worker.

•

•

What communication problems does the roadway worker encounter?

Does data link offer a solution to these communication problems?

What are the requirements that must be addressed so that roadway workers can
effectively use data link?

The use ofcurrent communication technologies was examined to meet roadway worker
information requirements. An application was developed for use on a personal digital assistant
(PDA) with wireless communication capabilities that enabled the roadway worker to obtain
information without requiring assistance from the dispatcher. The information was previously
available only from the dispatcher by telephone or voice radio. •

The project was divided in three main parts:

• Cognitive Task Analysis

• Prototype Design

• Usability Testing

Thecognitive task analysis (CTA) describes theprocess bywhich the information requirements
of roadway workers were established forthedevelopment of the roadway worker
communication tool. Theprototype design section describes the development of the hardware
and software to meet theroadway workers information requirements. The usability tests describe
several methods and results of twotypes of tests to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the
communicationdevice developed.





2. COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS

In previous work, a CTA (Roth Malsch and Multer, 2001) was conducted to learn how train
dispatchers manage and control trains. This report was helpful during the developmentof the
present project but did not specifically address the roadway worker's perspective.

A focused CTA was conducted to understand the requirements ofa digital communication
device that would facilitate roadway worker's communications with the dispatcher. The CTA
consisted ofobserving communications between roadway workers and dispatchers and
interviewing both groups. Communications between the groups were observed at a traffic
management centeras well as in the field. Dispatchers werequestioned abouttheir conversations
with roadwayworkers, and roadwayworkerswere interviewed regarding their conversations
with dispatchers. Dispatchers and roadwayworkers were questioned about potential tools aimed
at improving their communications.

2.1 Tasks Performed by Dispatchers and Roadway Workers

This section describes the interactions between roadway workers and dispatchers, and the tasks
each group performs. Table 1 showsthe varietyof roadway workers and the types of transactions
that take place between the roadway worker and the dispatcher.

Table 1. Roadway Workers Who Interact with Dispatchers

Operator

Point conductor

Flagman/Conductor

Electrification worker

Signal maintainer

Track car foreman

Work extra train crew

Type of Communication

Serves as a focal point for communicationsbetween several roadway
workers and the dispatcher. Transactions typically concern track
authorities (i.e., Form D and Foul Time). The presence of the point
conductor simplifies the work of the dispatcher by reducing the
number ofpeople with whom the dispatcher must communicate.

Requests track authority to protect railroad roadway workers or
contractors.

Conversations between electrification workers and dispatchers are
rare due to the presence of the point conductor. However, when they
do interact, the issues are similar to those for the point conductor.

Requests permission to shut down signals or to put them in local
mode.

As the operator in charge ofa track car, the track car foreman asks
permission to operate a track car and to pass stop signals.

Operate trains and track equipment to bring materials into the work
area. Their communication with the dispatcher addresses the
following information: equipment left on the track, new speed
restrictions, and directions for routing the train, and requests for
switch changes.

The operator labels represent terminology used by Amtrak along theNortheast Corridor.



2.1.1 Dispatcher Tasks Associated with Roadway Workers

When a dispatcher receives a requestfor roadway workerprotection, the dispatcher decides
whether to grant, modify, or denythe request. If the dispatcher grants permission to work, (under
Foul Time, Form D, or verbal permission) the track is placed off-limits(blocked) for other uses.
In Central TrafficControl (CTC)territory, blocking a trackprotectsthe roadway workersince it
prevents the dispatcher from routing trains on that track. Switch operation is restricted, andthe
signals (wayside and in-cab) forthe blocked track willdisplay a stopsignal at both ends to
prevent movement by unauthorized track vehicles. InABS and dark (unsignalized) territory, the
roadway workers must block the switches manually.

Once authorization for trackuse is granted to a roadway crewand the track is blocked, the
dispatcher has delegated authority over that track to the roadway crew. Roadway workers can
change the state ofa switch by manually using the local switch, orthey may ask thedispatcher to
make the change remotely.

While roadway workers perform their tasks, they continue to interact with thedispatcher. These
interactions include making additional work authorizations, adding and removing speed
restrictions, and fulfilling requests for updates on train location. When the jobiscompleted, the
responsible crew foreman releases the track back to the dispatcher. InCTC territory, the
dispatcher unblocksthe track making it available for other uses.

Thedispatcher alsocommunicates with other railroad employees in the field. Table 2 describes
the communications associated with peopleother than roadway workers.

Table 2. Other Workers Who Interact with Dispatchers

Operator Types of Communication

Bridge operator Thebridge operator calls thedispatcher when there areships that
requirethe bridgeto be opened. The dispatcher unlocks the bridge
(the display terminal displays the track sectionas occupied)and
control is given to the bridge operator. After the bridgeoperator
returns control of the track to the dispatcher, the bridge is locked and
the track is available for routingand maintenance operations.

Traincrew(freight Reports tons carried, numberof cars (loaded/empty), and engine
conductor & locomotive number.

engineer)

2.1.2 Roadway Worker Tasks

Roadway workers' tasks include inspection, construction, maintenance, and repair of the track
infrastructure (i.e., track, bridges, signal, and communication systems, and electric traction
systems) on or near the track.

When a roadway worker wants to perform a job on the track, several steps are followed, as
shown below:

1. Collect information.



Examples of information needed by roadway workers include:

• Milepost number
• Track numbers

• Territory characteristics (i.e., rules that apply on each track, maximum train speed,
signal system or dark territory)

• Name ofdispatcher who controls the territory
• Train timetable schedule around working site

2. Request work authorizationfrom the dispatcher (i.e., Foul Time or Form D) when
necessary.

3. Conduct a job briefing with the crew.

4. Give control ofthe track back to the dispatcher.

5. Make sure work area is safe and secure.

The roadway worker obtains timetable schedule and territory information from the operating
rulebook. For the roadway workers interviewed in this study, this rulebook contained only
scheduled passengertrain information. Unscheduled trains (i.e., freight, work extras), and
commuter trains with higher frequency were not shown. The roadway worker requires updated
information regarding the locationofall the trains that could interfere with the job. The roadway
worker calls the dispatcher for schedule updates and for unscheduled train information.

The crew foreman is responsible for the protection ofother crewmembersand conducts the job
briefing. The job briefing covers those activities each member will perform as well as safety
issues. A major responsibility of the foreman includes obtaining work permission from the
dispatcher.

Track inspection is another frequently performed activity that has a different set of
communication requirements from those associated with tasks performed by maintenance ofway
crews. Track inspectors operate track cars through a territory examining the track for defects.
Track cars pose a special challenge for the dispatcher. A track car is a piece ofequipment other
than a train, used for inspection or maintenance. In signalized territory, track cars do not usually
shunt track circuits so the dispatcher cannot determine even their approximate location, as they
can with trains. For this reason, track cars need movement authority (Form D, Lines 2 and 3) and
authority to pass stop signals (Rule 241).

Othergeneral-purpose trains,calledwork-extra trains carryequipment and workcrewsto job
sites. These unscheduled trains shunttrack circuits, but may remain on the track for a specified
interval. Work-extra trainsalso need movement authority fromthe dispatcher (i.e., FormD, Line
4).

2.2 Information Shared between Roadway Workers and Dispatchers
Messages exchanged between dispatchers and roadway workers were divided into two types:
structured and unstructured. Structured messages follow a protocol governed byoperating rules
that everybody must follow. Unstructured messages included all other messages. Examples of
each message type are as follows:



Structured Messages

1. Movement Permit Form D

Accordingto the Amtrak operating rules(NORAC, 1999), the dispatcher issues Form Ds
to restrict or authorize train movements. Form Ds are also issuedto convey instructions
notcovered in the operating rules. Although Form Dsare intended primarily for trains,
one interviewed dispatcher indicated they grant 90 percent ofForm Dsto work crewsand
only 10percent to trains. A roadway workermay receive a Form D, Line 4 "if the work
involves on-track equipment orwilldisturb thetrack or catenary structure."1
Once a dispatcher grants a Form D and puts it into effect,very limited changes maybe
made to the authorization. Changes include: cancellation, permission to continue to
operate a trackcar in a given direction under new limits (Line 2), and"track is clear"
information (Line 13) ortrain ortrack car ahead has cleared the limits of the following
track car's (Line 2) authority. A more detailed description ofa Form D is given in
Appendix C.

2. Foul Time (track and time).

A qualified roadway worker or contractorwhose activities will not disturb the track or
catenary may receive authorization from thedispatcher to foul thetrack. For example, a
roadway worker under Foul Time protection may operate a crane overthe track.
Activities likereplacing tiesorleaving heavy equipment onthetrack require Form D
authorization. Issuing Foul Time (also called track and time by some railroads) to
roadway workers has become atimeconsuming part ofa dispatcher's job. A dispatcher
may easilyhave three to seven activeauthorities involving Foul Times within their
territory.

3. Authority to Pass a Stop Signal (Rule 241).

Normally, trains andtrack cars areprohibited from passing a stop signal. Rule 241
authorizes trains ortrack cars to pass a stop signal. Dispatchers grant this authority so
track carscan enter an interlockingwhere inspection or maintenancework will take
place. Normally, dispatchers grant permission to operate atrack car(Form D, Line 2),
accompanied by permission to proceed pasta stop signal (rule 241 or Form D, Line 3).
The choice ofauthority (Rule 241 or Form D, Line 3) depends on the dispatcher's
preferences.

4. Speed Restrictions.

Repair crews communicate new speed restrictions to dispatchers. These speed restrictions
are sent daily to trains and dispatchers and may be included in a Form D.

Unstructured Messages

In railroadoperations, different situations arise when a dispatcher must issue verbal permission
to a roadway worker. For example, a signal worker needs verbal permission to put an
interlocking in local mode or to temporally shut it down.

Disturbing the track requires the dispatcher to remove it from service while the authorization is in effect.



Another type of interaction between dispatchers and roadway workers occurs when the roadway
workers are already working under protection. Dispatchers usually ask work crews for details on
time restrictions. For example, a dispatcher may ask, "How long will it take to remove
equipment from the track?" Dispatchers also ask for details about the job being performed. This
information enables the dispatcher to better manage unanticipated events.

A roadway worker who has trouble communicating with another railroad employee may call the
dispatcher to request that the message be relayed, or they may ask the dispatcher to make the
telephone call.

2.3 Proposed Information Requirements

A goal ofthe interviews with both dispatchers and roadway workerswas to elicit information
requirements associated with their communications tasks. Their comments are summarized
below.

1. Data link-based exchange ofwork authorization.

Dispatchers liked the idea of receiving and granting data link transmitted work requests.
They envisioned a visual interface with which they could browse through a list ofwork
requests and answer each request in the order they considered appropriate. Other
anticipated benefits were: saving time, improved legibility ofForm Ds, and a verification
system that prevented or minimized common human error such as blocking a track that
does not match the one given in the work permission.

For such a tool to be perceived as beneficial, it would need to minimize typing
requirements. Ifmuch typing was necessary, little difference was perceived between
written and electronic work authorizations. Confirmation that the message was received
was also important to dispatchers. The dispatchers expressed concern about whether the
currently well-established procedure ofacknowledgments could be replicated
electronically.

Roadway workers saw little need for computer-generated issuance ofwork requests
because they made few requests per day. Ifthey did not use a handheld computer to send
work requests, they would not use it to receive work authorizations.

Roadway workers also expressed concerns about training and security related to issuing
work requests. Some roadway workers were unfamiliar with computer devices so the
question oftraining was raised. What kind oftraining would be needed to learn how to
operatethe device? The roadway workers also worried about unauthorized peopleusing
the device to makeworkrequests. They did not understand how the system couldtell if
the worker sending the request was an authorized user.

2. Real time or near real time train location information.

The roadway workers expressed interest in receiving train location information
comparable to the information dispatchers currently receive. One instructor said,
"Information about train location is already at the Traffic Control Center. Why don'twe
share it with the ones that will makegood use of it?" Access to near real time or real time
train locations wouldhelp thembecause they wanted moreaccurate information about
train location than found in paper versions ofthe timetable schedules. Itwould help them
plan their activities and when torequest work authorization from the dispatcher. The



information would beeven more valuable if it included all trains on thetrack, notjust the
scheduled ones.

Theroadway workers whowere interviewed made several suggestions for features that
embody the use ofcomputer-basedexchange ofwork authorizations and access to more
timelyinformation about train location. Someproposed features ofthis handheld device
were:

• Show automatically generated schedule, including delays of the trains thatare
supposed to arrive at the roadway worker's location.

• Request information such as: where is a particular train or what is the next train at
this interlocking?

• Warn ofnearby trains. Whenever a train enters the same block as the roadway
workers oranadjacent block, this device could send them a warning.

• Knowledge about thetime they can ask for Foul Time orthe time they have to wait
before asking for Foul Time.
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3. PROTOTYPE DESIGN

3.1 Task Requirements

Based upon the CTA, a software application was developed for use on a PDA with wireless
communication capabilities. The application addressed the user requirements discussed in
Section 2.3 and enabled the operator to perform two tasks: request information related to
operating conditions, and request work authorization.The application was specificallydesigned
for use on the railroad, and was intended to facilitate communication between roadway workers
and dispatchers. Table 3 shows the type of informationthat may be requested, and the work
authorizations allowed. Figure 1 shows the information flow using the PDA.

Table 3. Tasks Performed Using the PDA

Information Requests Work Authorizations

Train Status Form D

Train Schedule Foul Time

Territory Information Cancel Work Authorization

Track Out of Service Report

Form D/Foul Time Under User

Authority

Other

This prototype was designed to enable the roadway worker to request information or work
authorization with minimal data entry. The ability to send work requests was included because it
could potentially reduce dispatcher workload. It also had the potential to reduce communication
errors between roadway workers and dispatchers.

Database requests were answered by a computer containing the train timetable schedule. The
dispatcher handled requests for work authorities.

11
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3.2 Human-Machine Interface Requirements

The next step in the development of the prototype was to develop the user interface that roadway
workers would use to communicate with dispatchers. Roadway Worker Protection (RWP) class
instructors were interviewed to develop a set ofconceptual specifications ofa wireless handheld
computer that could be used by roadway workers.

The instructors suggested the device should be smaller than a laptop computer and simpler to
use. Roadway workers did not like the idea ofcarrying a laptop computer. They described a
portable device like a pager, PDA, or mobile phone that could give updated train location
information. The instructors also expressed concern about training issues. In particular, they
were concerned about the fact that some roadway workers were not familiar with computers or
security and authentication.
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3.3 Hardware Selection

A device was selected that had wireless access to the Internet, and could be used anywhere along
the track. A web site was used as the network interface for the prototype. The application also
required a simple user interface to enable the roadway worker to operate the system with
minimal training.

The following devices were considered:

• Laptop computer with wireless modem
• Pager
• Cellular phone
• Handheld computer with wireless modem

Although a laptop offered considerable flexibility in terms ofavailable features, this option was
rejected because it was too big to carry. Interacting with the device by using a keyboard was
also considered unacceptable by the user population.

A pager or a cellularphone was consideredbecause both had wireless coveragealongthe track
and roadway workers were familiarwith them. Although a pager or a cellular phone could
receive information, at the time that the selection was made, data entry was difficult, limited, and
the visual display was consideredtoo small to display enough information.

The fourth option consideredwas a handheldcomputer referred to as a personal digital assistant
or PDA. These devices are typically used as organizers for managinge-mail, as well as for
storingcontact and calendar-related information. They have visual displays larger than a cell
phone, but are smaller than a laptop computer. The PDA can also be programmedto perform a
variety of tasks, and it offers a range ofoptions for manipulating information. The most common
mode of interaction involves using a pointing device or stylus. Just priorto the beginning of this
study in June 1999, versions became available with wireless modem technology and Internet
access.

For the first prototype, a Palm™ VII Personal Digital Assistant was selected. It had built-in
wireless Internet access, a simple user interface, was small, and had good technical support for
developers.

3.4 System Architecture

Figure 2 shows the system architecture. Like a mobile phone, the PDA communicated with a
base station that consisted ofan antenna and a server. The antenna received the wireless message
from the PDA. The message was sent to the server connected to the antenna and the server
redirected the message to the appropriatedestination via the Internet. Through this transaction,
the PDA sent and received information to a web server. A number of servers look for requests
sent by the PDA, the dispatchers, or a database manager. These servers representthe core ofthe
system as they redirect the request to the appropriate recipient. A work authorization was sent to
the dispatcher while an informationrequest was answeredby the system without interrupting the
dispatcher by querying the database.

Dispatchers interactedwith the system via web pages. Through this interface, they were able to
receive work requests from roadway workers and send work authorities.
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The database contained train timetable schedule, current delays, schedule of trains not part of the
timetable schedule, track out of service under Form D or Foul Time, and territory information
(maximum speed, dispatcher in charge, rules that apply). In the PDA prototype developed for
this project, the database was modified manually by a database manager using another interface
of simple web pages. For a more detailed description of the system architecture, see Appendix A.

Web Server

Figure 2. PDA System Architecture
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4. USABILITY EVALUATION

4.1 Overview

The goal ofthe usability evaluation was to identify human factors issues that must be addressed
for the device to be successfully implemented in the railroad environment. It was important to
gauge user acceptance, and to identify human factors design issues that need to be considered as
this device evolves toward a more mature design.

The design evolved through an iterativeprocess in which user requirementswere turned into an
initial prototypeand modifiedbased on user feedback. The first roundofusability testing
focused on the information content that the tool should display, and tasks the user would
perform. The same roadway workers were used (primarily conductor-flagmen), who made
suggestions about the device during the CTA. Whenthe first versionofthe PDA was completed,
feedback was solicited from instructors ofa Railroad Worker Safety class.

In the first prototype, train location and territory informationwas included and Form D requests
were limited. It also included the ability to request Foul Time and submit speed restrictions.The
main menu is shown in Figure 3.

Train and territory
information

Train sen (ID) Train sthfaork site)
Territory Info Hext Train

Submit work request
FormD Foul Tine

Reports
MyFormPsfr My Foul Time

Speed restrictions
Submit speed restriction

Figure 3. Main Menu (first version)

Useful comments were received concerning features that were missing from the first version of
the prototype that would be helpful in revenue service. After carefully considering the
comments and suggestions ofthe users, the following modifications were made:

The Next Train (next train atagiven interlocking2) option was removed since itwas
redundant of Train Schedule at Working Site(trainschedule at a given portionof track
during a given time period).

2

•

•

A Train Status option (general information about a train: last interlocking,next
interlocking, direction of traveland delays) was added.

To simplify the user interaction and to betterreflectactual railroad operations,
modifications were made to theprocedure for requesting a Form D andtwooptions were

Locating thetrain by interlocking is important to Amtrak operations and maynotbe typical of other railroads.
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added.The first option enabled the worker to identify current track out of service and the
second option facilitated the cancellation or fulfillment ofa Form D.

• The Foul Time requestwas revised so that it was similar to requesting a Form D.

• After discussions with the userpopulation, speedrestriction requests were removed. This
feature wasremoved to simplify the interface asthe roadway workers who were
interviewed indicated that theyrequested speed restrictions less often than requesting
track use authorizations like Foul Time and Form Ds.

Afterrevising the initial prototype, themain menu looked likethe display shown in Figure 4.

InTtrnlnraiiil 4
Train and territory

information

Train status Territory Info

Train OS(work site) Train OS(ID)

Form D

Reauest Line 4

Reouest lines 2.3

Cancel?

M»FormOs£

Track Outaae

Foul Time

Reauest Foul
Time

&Q»I(-
rfrfMlUmtf
Track Outaae

Figure 4. Main Menu (second version)

Therevised prototype wasshown to atrain operations manager ofanintercity passenger
railroad. The manager commented that this tool could beuseful to other railroad operating staff.
This tool would enable the managerto monitor the stateofthe railroad network outside ofthe
office environment where these information displays are traditionally located.

Following the preliminary informal tests, more formal usability tests wereconducted in a
laboratory environment. Two series of laboratory tests were performed. One test addressed
readability andnavigation. The second test compared the usability ofthe new deviceto
communication by voice radio.

The readability andnavigation test was performed first, afterwhich the prototype was revised.
Next, performance with the handheld PDA was compared to performance usingthe voice radio.

4.1.1 Participants

Nine conductor-flagmen employed by an intercity passengerrailroad participated. Three
conductor-flagmen participated in the readability and navigationtest, while six others
participated in the comparison with voice radio. Out ofthe nine participants, one was female and
eight were male. The participants ranged in experience from 1to 37 years, with an average
railroad work experience of 16 years. Each participantreceived compensation equivalent to a
full day of labor.

All participants were familiarwith radios, PCs, pagers, cellular phones, the Internet, and e-mail.
All participants except one were unfamiliar with handheld devices such as the one used in the
study.
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4.2 Readability and Navigation

4.2.1 Method

Three conductor-flagmenparticipated in the usability test. A thinking aloud protocol was used in
which participants spoke aloud as they performed a variety of tasks. If the participant did not
speak during the execution ofa task, the experimenter prompted the participant with a series of
questions.

Materials

A digital tape recorder was used to record the participants' commentsduring each task. The PDA
was used to record the actions of the participant while using the device. A personal computer
with a Pentium III processor was used to present the tasks to the participant. Paper worksheets
were used to write down comments and answers to the tasks.

Procedure

Users were trained for 30 minutes on the use ofthe PDA, and then the steps to complete each
task were explained. Participants interactedwith a simulated train schedulemodeledafter an
actual schedule with which they were familiar. The database included scheduled intercity
passengertrains, commutertrains, and unscheduled trains. The user was given a list of tasks to
complete. These tasks required the user to request information or obtainwork authorization for a
section oftrack using the PDA. While sitting in front ofa personal computer, the participant
received one task at a time and wrote the answer to each task in the worksheets. The participant
used the PDA to execute each task while "thinking aloud." The experimenter did not answer
questions unless the user was stuck and unable to continue. The experimenter asked the user
questions, especially when the user was not saying anything. The experimenter asked usability
questions about requesting information and work authorizations.

At the beginning ofthe test, demographic information was collected. This demographic
information included years ofexperience and background knowledge ofdata link devices. At the
end ofthe test, questions were asked about how the application could be improved, task realism,
and how the information was presented to the user (i.e., font style, size, navigation procedures).
It took approximately 3 hours to complete all the tasks and the questionnaires.

Observations and Measurements

From the recorded comments, difficulties with the user interface and errors made while using the
device (i.e., selection ofwrong menu) were identified.

From the questionnaires, subjective measures were collected regarding the usability ofthe
device, as well as comments about improvements and potential changes in the way the work
requests were handled.

From the log files, the number oftimes each feature was used was measured, as well as errors
made, recovery from errors, and the task completion time.

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

From the readability and navigation test, several changes were identified to improve the user
interface. The most importantchange was to the last steps ofthe Foul Time request, which was
previously confusing for the participants. Roadway workers had to acknowledge Foul Time
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received from dispatchers. The processwas designed so the incoming acknowledge request
displayed the message "Foul Time not effective," which led some participants to think that the
Foul Time had not been accepted by the dispatcher. The header message "Foul Time not
effective" was replaced by header "Please confirm Foul Time."

In addition, the process ofacknowledging Foul Time required selecting the desired action
("accept" or "do not accept") and then tapping a "send response"button. These requirements
were simplifiedby usingtwo buttonslabeled "accept"and"do not accept," which automatically
executed the intendedoperation without any further useraction. Finally, the layoutofthe Foul
Time message was modified to fit on one screen to eliminate the need for a vertical scroll bar.
The samemodifications were applied to the FormD requestto maintain consistency.

Other changes included the following:

• Use of the a.m./p.m. time format.

• Reword menutitlesand commands to be consistent with railroad operations vocabulary.

• Provide a linkto the main menu from all submenus thatpreviously lacked this capability.

• Add information sent with the train statusreport to includeenginenumberandnumbers
ofcars in the train consist.

It was also discovered thatalthough the font sizeand the overall device size could be larger, the
information was presented in a readable andorganized way. The font usedwas Palm TD 9 (the
default font for plain text in the Palm VH). The menu structure was rated as easy to navigate,
however,the vertical scroll barposedusabilityproblems because it was only six pixels wide
which made it hard to tap the correct location. This problemwas solved by lettingthe
participants use the built in scroll button. The screens usedto generate and sendrequests were
considered complete, easy to understand, and realistically reflectedrailroad operations needs.
Response time was slow when sending and receiving information in the form ofinformation
requestsor requestingwork authorizations. Users did not get immediate responseto their
requests. This speed was limited by the slow transmission speed ofcurrentwireless data
communications (7200 baud).

4.3 Comparison of PDA to Voice Radio

4.3.1 Method

Purpose

The purposewas to evaluatehow the PDA affected roadwayworker performance comparedto
the two-way radio. It was also important to identify usability issues that a handheld wireless
communications device would need to address before roadway workerscould use it as part of
their job. The goal ofthis study was to identify the impact ofthe current user interface on task
performance and user acceptance.

Participants

Six conductor-flagmen participated in this evaluation.
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Materials

The materials used in the evaluation consisted ofone Palm VII PDA and two VHF radios

(Motorola-MTIOOO). The participant used one radio and the experimenter used the other. The
participant was also given a book ofoperating rules, two trains schedules (one for inter-city
trains and one for local commuter rail trains) for the territory on which the participant would be
responsible for, as well as a worksheet to write down information.

Procedures

After welcoming the participant, the experimenter solicited demographic information. Each
participant received 70 minutes oftraining on the features ofthe device, followed by practice on
their own until he or she was comfortable with its operation.

Participants carried out a series oftasks with the Palm VII and the radio, which required
knowledge of train timetable schedules. The train timetable schedule was modeled after a
schedule with which the participants were familiar. The timetable included scheduled intercity
passenger and commuter trains as well as unscheduled trains. After completing one set of tasks
with the Palm VII, they carried out another set oftasks with the radio. The participant completed
one task before beginning a new one. Each task was independent ofthe others, however, some
tasks were designed so they could not be accomplished (because of train schedule conflict for
example). In that situation, the user was instructed to report the problem to the experimenter.
During each group oftasks, the experimenter paused the test several times to measure situation
awareness. The participant completed a set ofquestions as shown in Appendix B, concerning
events that recently occurred.

At the end ofthe evaluation, the participant answered questions about PDA usability, ways to
improve the PDA, comfort level, task realism, workload, and implementation issues. The
questions are listed in Appendix B. It took approximately 2XA hours to complete the tasks and the
questionnaires.

Observations and Measurements

All tasks were presented to the participant on a computer monitor. The participants' use of the
Palm VII was recorded and stored in a computer file. In the voice radio condition, all ofthe
conversations were recorded on audiotape.

Time spent gathering information was measured as well as requesting and canceling work
authorizations. Several kinds oferrors were measured. These errors included work requests that
should have been sent but were not, work requests that should not have been sent,
communication errors, and safety errors.

From the questionnaires, situation awareness was measured in terms ofthe trains noticed by the
roadway worker as potential hazards, as well as characteristics ofthe territory (i.e., maximum
train speed). Subjective measures were collected relating to user acceptance and changes in
workload, suggestions for PDA improvement, safety concerns, and outer potential uses of the
PDA.

To evaluate the overall efficiencyofthe application, several measures were taken. The specific
measures that were taken are as follows:
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Time measures

Task completion time: included the time to complete a single task.

Time to complete a work request or a work cancellation: included the time from the
initiationofthe request until it was completed and acknowledged. In the voice radio
condition, thesetimes wereobtained from the taperecordings. When computing these
times using the PDA, an estimatewas made. Measuring the actual time when the
roadway worker started to fill the request or when the answer arrived at the PDA could
not be accomplished becausethe log files only stored request information when it
arrivedor was sent fromthe web server. For eachwork request, two estimated times
wereadded to the onesstored in the log files. Thesetimes werean average timeto
complete a work request screen andtwice the average time it took fora packet to arrive
from the PDA to the web server (network latency). These average times were computed
foreach screen in the PDA. The average timeto complete eachworkrequest screen and
the network latency were measured priorto the current test. Thetimeline forcompleting
a work request is shown in Figure 5.

Work Request Procedure
— 1. User opens work request screen

Complete work
request screen

Network latency -£

Measured time,
(log files)

Network latency-|

2. User sends the request

3. Request arrives at the server

4. Server sends answer

5. Answer arrives at the PDA

6. Final answer arrives at the PDA

Notes:

- The number ofscreens between Steps 5
and 6 varies with request type

Figure 5. Timeline for Work Request Procedure

Error measures

• Communicationerrors: These errors represented work requests that had to be partially or
fully repeated. For the PDA, they also included work requests sent more than once.

• Safety errors: These errors involved work authorizationsaccepted by the roadway
worker without knowing the traffic pattern during the work period, work authorizations
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that were not cancelled when it was required, or work authorizations accepted in a
location that was not the one requested.

• Work requests that should have been sent but were not: The roadway worker had the
opportunity to send the request, but for some reason he did not send it.

• Work requests that should not have been sent, but were: These were work requests that,
because of traffic conflict, should not have been sent or work requests sent to the wrong
dispatcher when using the radio.

Situation Awareness

A set ofquestions used to measure situation awareness were administered under two
circumstances. Situation awareness was measured after the participant requested information by
voice radio from the dispatcher or from the PDA. The first set was designed to measure the
participant's ability to retrieve information. Situation awareness was also measured two times
during each scenario when the participant had not requested information. The second set was
designed to examine the participant's recall ability.

The questions assessed knowledge ofthe territory and train traffic at or near the hypothetical
work site, and were based upon a specific time window. Territory information included
dispatcher in charge, maximum train speed, and operating rules that applied to the section of
track where the work took place. Train traffic patterns included the relevant trains that affected
the roadway worker during the time when the work took place. For example, the roadway worker
was queried about the train ID, updated schedule,whether or not the train was delayed, and track
direction for trains that were supposed to pass throughthe work site while the job was being
performed. Scores were computed according to the percentage ofquestions answered correctly.
If the participant answered all the questions about the current train schedule correctly, a score of
100 percent was given.

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

Task Completion Time and Workload

Figure6 shows the average time to complete each of the fourcommunication tasks. Participants
took longerto requestFormDs and Foul Time usingthe PDA comparedto voice radio. The
differences in both thesecomparisons were statistically significant (tn~3o =4.14, p < 0.0002 for
the Form D comparison; tn=24 =6.28, p < 0.0001 fortheFoul Time comparison). Form D requests
averaged 314 minutes with thePDA and2^2 minutes with voice radio. Foul Time requests
averaged 3 minutes with the PDA and Wi minutes with voice radio. In normal railroad
operations, Foul Time is less structured than a Form Dand therefore takes less time to request.

The device had limited two-way communications that resulted in longer transaction times. When
thedispatcher answered a work request, there was noway toalert the roadway worker. The
roadway worker had toperiodically query the system for a response from the dispatcher the same
waya person queries an e-mail server to obtain e-mail. Ifthe roadway worker waited too long
before he orshe checked for a response, then the total work request time was also longer. With
the next generation of handheld devices, thedispatcher can alert the roadway worker. These new
devices will shorten transaction times.
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The cancellation ofwork requests was shorter with the PDA than with voice radio, but
comparable to a Foul Time cancellation over the radio. The Form D cancellation took longer
over the radio because the formal acknowledgment stepsrequired the participant to repeat the
main fields of a Form D twice.

250

Request Form D Request Foul time Cancel Form D

Communication Task

Clear foul time

DPDA

• Radio

Figure 6. Average Task Completion Times

The transaction time comparisons measured between the two communication modesin this study
may not applyto the typicalrailroad operating environment. In this study, the dispatcher played
by the experimenter, answered work requests as quickly as possible. In normal operations,
dispatcher responsetimes vary. Dispatchers areoften busy with other tasks and do not answer
requests right away. Overall, the participants perceived the workloadwhile using the PDA and
the radio as being similar. Half the participants said that workload was lower with the PDA,
while the other half said it was higher.

Error Analysis

Participants made fewer communications errors with the PDA comparedto voice radio, as
shown in Figure7. Although these results were not statistically significant, the data suggests that
presenting work authorization information on a handheldvisual display can reduce
communication errors associated with the acknowledgment process. This result can be attributed
to the reduced memory load associated with information displayed visually. The participants
filled in the same fields continuously, and it was easy to remember a field since it was displayed
on the screen. A similar result occurred in an evaluation ofa visually based data link display for
dispatchers (Malsch, Sheridan, and Multer, 2004). In that study, fewer readback and hearback
errors were made with data link than with voice radio. Communication errors with the PDA

could have been reduced ifthe PDA had the ability to verify the request before sending it to the
dispatcher.
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Participants made more than five times the number of safety errors with voice radio than with the
PDA. These differences were statistically significant (x2=6.87, df=l, p<0.01). Figure 7 shows
that there were 11 safety errors with voice radio and only 2 with the data link device.

Communication Safety Work requests Work requests
that should have that should not

been sent have been sent

DPDA

• Radio

Error Category

Figure 7. Errors Associated with Communications, Safety, and Work Requests

There were no significant differences between voice radio and the PDA when submitting work
requests that should not have been sent. Participants submitted four work requests in the radio
condition compared to three in the PDA condition. While the average number ofwork requests
was the same for both communication modes (six per scenario), participants made fewer requests
than should have been sent with the PDA as compared to voice radio. Figure 7 shows the number
ofwork requests that could have been sent, but were not There were nine work requests that
could have been sent in the PDA condition compared to four work requests in the voice radio
condition. These differences were not statistically significant. Taken together, the two work
request measures suggest that participants were more conservative in their willingness to submit
work requests when using the PDA.

Situation Awareness

Overall, participants demonstrated better situation awareness scores with the PDA than with
voice radio. Participants answered78 percentofquestions correctly in the PDA condition
comparedto 50 percent in the voice radio condition. These differences were statistically
significant (x = 39.87, df=l, p < 0.0001).

The same set ofquestions used to measure situation awareness was administered under two
circumstances. Situation awareness wasmeasured after the participant requested information by
voice radio from the dispatcher or from the PDA. The first setwas designed to measure the
participant's ability to retrieve information. Situation awareness was also measured two times
during each scenario when the participant hadnot requested information. The second set was
designed to examine the participant's recall ability.
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In the first set ofmeasures, participants exhibited better situation awareness scores in the PDA
condition. Participantsanswered78 percent of the questionscorrectly in the PDA condition,
compared to 48 percent in the voice radio condition. Thesedifferences were statistically
significant (x = 41.03, df=l, p < 0.0001). The second set of situation measures showed the same
tendency. Participants answered 71 percent ofquestions correctly in the PDA condition,
compared to 50 percent in the voice radio condition. However, the differences in the second set
were not statistically significant.

Compared to voice radio, the data link device resulted in saferoperations from two different
points of view. First, situation awareness scores were higher using the PDA device compared to
voice radio. Considering the train location andterritory information thata roadway worker must
collectbefore startingworkon the right-of-way, the participants retrieved more information
using the PDA device.

Figure 8shows the five categories ofinformation measured and Table 4 describes the categories
of information collected. In four of the five information categories, participants retrieved more
information when they used the data link device. The differences for three ofthese measures
were statistically significant: relevant trains, updated train schedule, and train direction (x=
21.00, df=l, p < .0001; x = 37.33, df=l, p < .0001; x = 21.00, df=l, p < .0001 respectively).
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For all three measures,participants correctly answered the questions 100percent ofthe time.
With the voice radio, participants' answers were correct between 50 percent and 60 percent of
the time. When the participants used the PDA, they identified almost all the trains that could
represent a hazard, but only 61 percent of the participants could identify potential hazards when
voice radio was used. Participants also demonstrated better understanding ofthe actual train
schedule when the PDA was used.
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When the roadway workers communicated by voice radio they could call the dispatcher for
updates, but most did not take advantage ofthis opportunity. This behavior is consistent with
their experience in revenue service as roadway workers avoid calling the dispatcher with this
type of request. Roadway workers usually determine train status by calling station staff or other
track crews. Participants indicated that the dispatcher was the last person they would call for
train status because ofthe dispatcher's high communication workload. They also avoided calling
dispatchers with simple requests.

Table 4. Situation Awareness Categories

Measure Description

Territory Information Includes dispatcher in chargeof the territory,
applicable operating rules, and the maximum
train speed at the work site.

Relevant Trains All trains that represented a potential hazard
for the work crew.

Updated Train Schedule Knowledge ofthe real time train schedule.

Train Delay Is the train delayed or on-time?

Train Direction Direction ofthe train: east or west.

Although the information for updated train schedules and train delay were similar, performance
for these two categories differed considerably. Participantsexhibited better situation awareness
scores on the PDA for "updated train schedule" than for "train delay." This may be due to the
implementation ofthese two types of information on separate screens. Knowledge ofthe train
delay means the user also knows the updated train schedule, but not deviation from the schedule.
When using the PDA,.participantshad no access to printed schedules that could be used for
reference. The information found in the PDA contained updated times but the train delay had to
be retrieved in a specific screen that was viewed infrequently. Several participants suggested that
information about train status should be integrated with information about train schedule on the
PDA. Had this integration been included in the PDA prototype, participants using the device
might have performed similarly in the two conditions.

User Acceptance

Participants were asked if they would use the PDA in theirjobs. Interest was high for both
requestinginformationand work authorizations. The PDA application was rated on a scale from
one to five with one being the maximum acceptance and five beingthe minimum acceptance.
Participants gave the PDA a rating of 1.2 for retrieving train location information and a 1.5 for
asking the dispatcher for protection. The participants' attitudes suggest roadway workers were
eagerto use a handhelddevice like the one tested in this study.

Participants liked the fact they learned to operate the device withminimal training. Three ofthe
users asked if it would be used in railroad operations and whether they would geta PDA. Almost
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all ofthe participants saw otherpotential uses as discussed below. As one roadway workersaid,
"[The PDA] is an excellenttool for employeesworkingboth on the right-of-way andon trains."

Required Features

Despite the positive feedback for the use ofa PDA in railroad operations, the participants
mentioned several features the device must havebefore introducing it in revenue service. The
criteria can be divided into two categories: hardware and software.

Hardware

• The devicemust be rugged enough to withstand the conditions typical ofthe railroad
environment. In particular, it mustbewaterproofand shockproof. A clip for attaching it
to the roadway worker's belt and a hardcover for protection would also behelpful.

• The screen should be larger (as much as twice the size of the current prototype) and the
device should be able to doa self-diagnostic testto assure screen accuracy (i.e., to find
malfunctioning pixelsthatmay cause incorrect readings).

• The device mustbe able to withstand being dropped.

• The battery life should last at least one full day.3

• Thewireless coverage should span theentire right-of-way and its surroundings.
Participants were concerned about this issue because of their experience with inadequate
coverage using cellular phonesalongthe right-of-way.

• The wireless device should allow two-way communications sowarnings could be
received by the PDA.

• The PDA should also warn theuser about approaching trains whenever they entered a
block close to their working sites.

Software

• The system mustkeep a logofwork permissions. NORAC rules require that fulfilled and
canceled Form Ds must be kept for 7 days. Roadway workers usually keep a log oftheir
Foul Time requests, and the PDAcould benefitthem by storing this log.

• The system should not allowthe dispatcher to grant work permission with different
information from that initially requested by the roadway worker sincethis may cause a
safety hazard (i.e., the system shouldnot let the dispatcher grant work permission on
Track 1 ifthe roadway worker requested permission to work on Track 2).

• Security features are neededso that only authorized users canuse the application. A
mechanism is also needed to authenticate the identity ofthe sender.

• As a safety measure, the train schedule databasemust include all the trains (scheduled
and unscheduled) under the control ofthe traffic center.

3The batteries of the Palm VIIeasily lasted afew days but the transmitter had tobe recharged after prolonged
wireless transactions. The transmitter was fed from an intermediateenergy storage element that was, in turn,
charged from the batteries. When the energy storageelement was being charged,the transmittercould not be used.
This limitation is unacceptable in revenue service.
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• Information about train location should also be updated in real time.

One issue that spans both hardware and software is the need for security to ensure that only
authorized employees are able to communicate using the application.Authenticationprocedures
are also needed to ensure that users know with whom they are communicating.

Optional Features

Optional features for the devicehave beendividedinto threegroups: improvements with respect
to features that already exist in the prototype, new features to be added, and hardware
improvements.

Improvements to Existing Features

• The software should be flexible enough to allow the roadway worker to ask for all types
ofwork requests. The prototypeonly reflectedthree linesofa Form D when there were
actually 13. Some of these lineswereusedoftenand should be included in an improved
device. Workrequests shouldbe more flexible in terms ofthe ability to describethe
desired work site. This includes the ability to ask for more than one track at a time (useful
whenrequesting to foul an entire interlocking), and the ability to define work sites by
mileposts as well as location names.

• Beforegiving any sectionoftrack back to the dispatcher, the systemshould promptthe
roadway worker for confirmation.The PDA should provide confirmation that permission
to work is no longer in effect. The confirmationprocess should also address the unlikely
situation where two work authorizations are in effect, and only one is cancelled.

• The PDA could enhance the train status report by including the number ofpassengers or
empty seats on passenger trains, the number ofempty or loaded cars in freight trains from
foreign railroads, and the reason for a train delay. Includingthis informationoffers the
opportunity to speed up the movement of information for tracking business-related
functions compared to paper-based methods.

• Another beneficial feature to the device would be a quick reference to rules and rule
updates and a description ofequipment changes (such as moved signals, energized
sections, and signals out of service) linked to the territory information report.

The PDA should also provide a visual alert screen to indicate if a train is late, or to
indicate changes in train schedule. The updated and revised schedule could be shown on
a separate screen. The PDA prototype always displayed updated times, but without the
initial paper schedule it was not easy to tell whether a train was late or not. The PDA
providedthis information, but on a different screen(Train Status)and it was not merged
with the updated times. Roadway workerscommented that when the updated time was
displayed, the time itself was not enough. The updated screen should also include a letter
or a symbol indicating whether or not this time correspondedto the timetable schedule.

The deviceparameters shouldallowthe PDAuser to viewall workpermissions in effect
for each track sectionon screens indicatingthe track that is out ofservice. It wouldalso
be beneficial to include work permissions under theauthority of other roadway workers.

•

•
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• Finally, the device should allow easyaccess to information about special trains. The
prototype design required thatthe userscroll through several different screens in order to
reach the desired information. The existingPDA needsto be modified so that access to
information is quick and easy.

New Features

• A valued addition to the PDA would be to include movement authorities such as Rule
241, as well as interactions with dispatchers for speed restrictions.

• Important information such as weatherconditions in different sections ofthe track could
also be incorporated.

• The device could be used to receive information concerning any situation that would
affect the safe movement of trains or their time performance (i.e., train speed restriction
bulletins, derailments, location ofwork crews or contractors on or fouling the track,
blocksoccupied, and overdimensioned cars).

• Roadway workers would benefit if communication capabilities were extended to enable
PDA users to send and receive short messages among themselves.

Hardware Improvements

• Participants were asked about the need for aportable wireless printer tomake paper
copies of specific screens onthe PDA. The original idea was to print train schedule
reports andwork permissions. Some participants were enthusiastic aboutthe ideawhile
others thought it would be a burden.

Additional Uses

• The participants inthis study were conductors, so their duties often involved working on
passenger trains. Theymentioned thepotential that adata link device might have while
working on board trains. It would be useful as an alternative medium to communicate
with management in stations or engineers while the conductor is on the train. It also
could be used to give the passengers appropriate information abouttrainconnections or
updated train schedule.

• While the roadway workers are in the right-of-way, the PDA could be a good toolto
communicate with other staffatthedispatch center such as theTrouble Desk Manager, to
report speed restrictions.

• During earlier tests, the PDA was demonstrated to the manager ofoperations for a
passenger railroad. He observed great potential in real time train information and portable
capabilities ofthe PDA to monitor the railroad network in and out ofthe office
environment.

4.4 Conclusions

The communication tasks ofone class ofroadway workers (conductor-flagman) were evaluated
as well as the information needed to support those activities. The conductor-flagman serves as a
conduit for communications between roadway worker crews and dispatchers, and is responsible
for the safety of the work crew. Two types oftasks were identified: acquiring information and
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requesting work authorizations. The task ofacquiring information included train status and
information related to the geographical territory (i.e., operating rules in effect). The second task
of requestingwork authorization from the dispatcher was classified according to whether the
communications were structured or unstructured. Structured communications consisted of

transactions defined by railroad operating rules. These include the exchange ofmovement
authorities and track work authorization. Unstructured communications lack the formal

procedures that make the structuredtransactions predictable and time consuming.

An applicationwas developed to support these communications-related tasks on a wireless
handheld computer. The key user information requirementconsisted oftimely informationabout
the train statuswith respect to locationand time. Work authorization procedures were included
to addressthe dispatcher's task requirements. The work authorizations were representative of
structured transactions betweendispatchers and roadwayworkers. The PDA providedthe
roadway worker with current information aboutthe statusof the surrounding workarea. The
PDAalso enabled the roadway worker to request a variety of work authorizations (FormD and
Foul Time).

A text-based interface was developed on a wireless handheld computer. This tool was developed
cooperatively with severalconductor-flagmen and classroom instructors for roadwayworker
protection. Several userrequirements were identified which drove the development of the user
interface. The most important user requirements related to device size,data entry,and ease of
learning. The device had to be small enough to be carriedon the body, which also limitedthe
available display space. A PDA was chosen, which was smaller than a laptop display, but larger
than a cell phone display. Data entry had to be minimal, and the device simple to learn.
Interactionwith the PDA was accomplished using a stylus and a menu driven interface.

After developing an initial prototype,and conductingan informal usability test and revising it, a
formal usabilitytest was conducted to evaluate the device's readability and navigation. Overall,
participants found the device easy to read and navigate. Severalparticipants were looking
forward to using such a device in their jobs. One drawback with the current prototype was the
slow data transmission speed for wireless communications. This problem is a typical one for
wireless applications being used inthe field in the early 21st century, and it may impact the
acceptance ofthe device in the workplace. Lack ofconsistent coverage in the field is another
problem that may also affect usability and user acceptance in the short term. Slow transmission
speeds will improve as better technology becomes available, and coverage will improve over
time as wireless service providers widen their networks.

Following the usability tests, performance between the PDA and voice radio was compared for a
variety oftasks. Task completion time, errors, and situation awareness were measured. When
requesting Form Ds or Foul Time, completion times were longer for the PDA compared to voice
radio. This performance can be partly attributed to the slow response time associated with
wireless network and limitations ofthe user interface. The improved performance in the voice
radio condition could be attributed to one specific artifact ofthis experiment The dispatcher,
who was being played by the experimenter, always responded to incoming messages as quickly
as possible. In normal operations, the roadway worker may wait a considerable length of time
(e.g., several minutes) before the dispatcher responds.

The prototype used in this study provided more accurate communications than voice radio. There
were fewer communication and safety-related errors. A data link device capable of receiving
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time sensitive information about train location improved roadway workers' situation awareness
scores and contributed to betterdecision-making processes in a laboratory setting. User requests
for track protectionwere more consistent with the track availability. This benefits the dispatcher
by reducing the communication load and lowering the number oferrors associated with the
acknowledgement procedures.

4.4.1 Future Directions for Research

The two groupsoftasks supportedby the PDA represent only the beginning in the evolution of
digital communications andthe development of information appliances for roadway workers.
Morework is needed to make the current prototypesuitable for use in the field. A variety ofuser
interface issues commonto all wireless handheld devices needto be addressed. Two key issues
include providing adequate display space and improving methods for interacting with the device.
The current user interface is text based; however, roadway workers are comfortable viewing
mapsthat spatially show information on the track. Presenting train status andterritory
information in a graphical format may enable workers to quickly andeffectively retrieve
information. Usability testingwill be neededto answer this question.

The PDAaddressed the roadway workers need to acquire information without contacting the
dispatcher. However, the current prototype lacksthe ability for truetwo-way communication in
which the roadway, dispatcher, or computer system can initiatecommunications. The device
relied upon the roadway worker to initiate communication. When a change in the systemoccurs,
the dispatcher cannot alert the roadway worker to the change. Likewise,the dispatcher cannot
senda signal to the roadway workerto indicate the status ofawork authorization request. The
roadwayworker must initiateany actionto request information or submit a work authorization.
A digital communication systemwithtruetwo-waycommunications could improve safetyby
enabling the dispatcher or computer systemto sendwarnings to the appropriate work crewwhen
relevant events occurred. A PDA with this capability is examined in the next phase ofthis
research.

Roadway workers who were interviewed for the current study proposedmaking information
currently found in paper form (an electronic briefcase) available on the PDA. While some
roadwayworkers may find the current application useful, other tasks involving railroad
operations may need to be supported by the PDA application as well. Track foremen and others
who operatetrack equipment may have different or additional information requirementsto
complete their tasks than conductor-flagmen.

As new technology becomes available, there is potential for improvement in railroad operations.
One technology that will improve safety and productivity is GPS (global positioning system). As
part ofa communications system, GPS can provide precise information concerning the location
oftrains, track crews, and other railroad equipment. The next study in this research program will
evaluate the use ofGPS to provide track crew location information to dispatchers.
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APPENDIX A. PDA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Components

As shown in Figure 2, the prototype developed in this project is based on the Internet, and has
the following components:

1. PDA device. The prototyperuns on a small informationappliance called a PalmVII
(Palm Inc, 1999; Palm Inc, 2001a, Palm Inc, 2001b). It stores the web pages that are
used to send requeststo the dispatcher or the dispatcher's terminal.These web pagesare
designed in such a way that user interaction is minimized andsimplified.

2. Web server. This server hosts the master files that are used as templates to send
information back to the PDA.

3. Query servers. Run on the same computer as the web server and they arecontinuously
looking for requests sentby the PDA orthe dispatchers. These servers are responsible
for redirectingthe request to the appropriate destination.

4. Database. The prototype version is a static database but it is ready to be dynamically
updated with real time data. This database stores information about past train schedules,
expected schedules in the future, currentdelay, train information (direction oftravel,
number ofcars, engine number), out of service track under Form D, out of service track
under Foul Time, and territory information (maximum speed, dispatcher in charge, rules
that apply)

5. Dispatcher interface. A very schematic message console for the dispatcher. This is
where the dispatcher receives and answers requests sent to him by the PDA.

6. Database manager interface. A simple web page that is used to update the database.

PDA Application

The prototype runs on a Palm VII, a device with wireless access to the Internet. For details about
how this wireless access is implemented, referto Palm VII white paper web page Palm, Inc.
(1999). The Palm VII is only onlinewhen it sendsdata andit only waits for incoming data after
the operator has sent a request The PalmVTI is limited by the fact that it will not receive data
until it first requests it. Several design decisions were made becauseofthis limitation.The
application only hostsweb pages thatdonot change overtime, and are only usedto submit
requests to the server.

As shown in Figure A-l to Figure A-4, the main menu is divided in three submenus. One ofthe
figures refers to train location and territory information, and the other tworefer towork requests
(Form D or Foul Time).

From the train and territory information submenu, the operator can access train status
information, territory information, and real time train schedule. Following the link "Train
Status," a roadway worker can retrieve information for agiven train which may include its
current delay, last location and timeatthat location, next location and expected time atthat
location, destination, number ofcars, and theengine number. Following the link "Territory
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Information," for a given section ofthe track the roadway workercan learn about maximum train
speed, dispatcher in charge of that territory, and rules that apply. Theroadway worker can
retrieve real time train schedule, or train outof service (OS) from two perspectives. Following
the link "Train OS (ID)," for a given train ID the roadwayworker can obtain the train OS from
the beginning ofits journey. Following the link"Train OS (worksite)," for a givensectionofthe
track and window oftime the roadway worker canobtain a listof trains thatoccupy or are
expected to occupy the track during that period.
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From the work request submenus, the roadway worker can request Form Ds (line 4 or lines 2 and
3) and Foul Time. Following the links "My Form D" or "My Foul Time," the roadway worker
can retrieve a list ofForm Ds or Foul Time under his/her authority, and continue an interrupted
work request. Following the links "Cancel/Fulfill" or "Clear," the roadway worker is able to give
some track under his authority back to the dispatcher. Following the links "Track Outage" or
"Other Foul Time" the roadway worker is able to determine for a given section oftrack whether
there is some track out of service under Form D or Foul Time.

Web Server

The web server is now running on a computer at the Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center.

Query Servers

The query servers used in this study were mainly written in Java (Sun Microsystems, 2001), and
only one file was written in Perl (Clay, 2001). The file used for this experiment is a Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) script, which is used as an interface between the web server and the
query servers. It reads the HTML forms as sent by the PDA, stores a file with the request
description (where the query servers are looking for them), and finally reads and returns the
requested information to the PDA.

There were five query servers: database, dispatcher, file, dispatcherterminal refresh, and
simulation query servers. Every second, the servers would look for requests sent by the PDA or
dispatcher. When a request arrived the appropriate query serverreadthe request,processedit,
and wrote the answer for the CGI script to be sent back to the original petitioner. A detailed
description ofthe purpose ofeach server follows.

1. Database Query Server. Handles requests sent by the PDA that needs access to the train
schedule database and the database updates sent from the database manager interface. These
requests include:

Train Status: Receives a train ID as input and returns the status ofthat train. The train
status includes for all trains: current delay in minutes, last location, next location, time at
these two locations, destination, numberofcars, andengine number.

Train OS (work site's: Receives a time windowand a portion oftrack as input, and returns
thereal time train OS ofall the trains that occupy that portion oftrack in the given time
window.

Train OS (ID): Receives a train ID as input and returns its realtime train OS from the
beginning to the end of its journey.

Territory Information: Receives aportion of track as input and returns the rules that apply
inthat territory as well as the dispatcher incharge, and the maximum train speed.

Update database: The database manager uses this request tomanually update the delay of
any train in the system. This requestcan also be used to resetthe schedule ofthe trains.
At the end of the day the train schedule isautomatically reset toreflect the next day
schedule, but should the database manager want todo it manually this request provides
the option for him/her.
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Update database from file: Automatic update of the database. This request is supposed to
be triggered automatically every given time. It was included as an interface between a
potential real time database and the PDA database.

DispatcherQuery Server. Handles requests sentbythe PDA thatneed dispatcher
interaction such as requests thathave to dowith work permissions and answers sent by
dispatcher to the PDA. These requests are:

Requests sent by PDA:

Request FormD line4: Usedto send a worksite description to the dispatcher, track
number, anddesired window of timeto perform a work that will require a Form D line4
authorization.

Request Form D lines 2 and 3: Used whenever a roadway worker wants to operate a track
car. This movement requires FormD lines2 and 3 authorization. This request is usedto
send the dispatcher the portion of track, track number, and the direction oftravel.

Ask for time effective or cancel Form D: A Form D is not active until the dispatcher
assigns a time effective. Once the dispatcher has assigned a time effective, the Form D
becomes a rule. Before this step, the roadway worker must acknowledge that the
dispatcher has understoodhis/her request. The roadway worker then has to confirm the
Form D by asking a time effective ofthe dispatcher.

This request receives just the acceptance or rejection ofthe Form D as input. Ifthe
roadway worker accepts the Form D, the dispatcher will assign a time effective and it
will become rule until it is cancelled or fulfilled. Ifthe roadway worker rejects the Form
D, the entire Form D request procedure will have to be repeated.

Retrieve list ofactive Form Ds: Used whenever a roadway worker has finished their job
or wants to cancel or fulfill a Form D and is giving the track back to the dispatcher. This
request will send the dispatcher a list oftheir active Form Ds and will let them select the
one they want.

Cancel/fulfill Form D: Works together with the previous request. This is the step to
actually cancel or fulfill the Form D.

Mv Form Ds: Used to retrieve a list ofcurrent Form Ds or incomplete Form D requests
underthe authority of the roadway workerholding the PDA. Although it is not included
in the first prototype of the PDA,this request shouldalso comply with rule 176,which
states, "Form Ds which have been fulfilled or cancelled [...] must be retained and held
available for inspection for a period of 7 days"(NORAC operating rules).

Track outage: This feature is used to retrieve a list of track that is currently out ofservice
under Form D authorization. Receives a portion of trackas input, andfor every section of
track out ofservicewithin those given limits, it returnsa list oftrack numbersand track
owners. Thisknowledge will let the PDAuserknowwhom they should contact in case
they want access to that portionoftrack.

RequestFoulTime: This feature is used to send the dispatchera work site description,
track number, anddesired window of time to perform work thatwill require Foul Time
authorization.
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Accept or do not accept Foul Time: This is a roadway worker acknowledgement. This
request receives just the acceptance orrejection ofthe Foul Time as input. If the roadway
workeraccepts the Foul Time, it will become active. If the roadway worker rejects the
Foul Time, the entire Foul Time request procedure will have to be repeated.

Retrieve list ofactive Foul Time: Used whenever a roadway worker has finished their job
or wants to cleara FoulTime and is giving the track back to the dispatcher. This request
will send the roadwayworker a list ofhis active Foul Times and will let them select the
one they want.

ClearFoulTime: Works together with the previous request This step is requiredto clear
the Foul Time.

Mv Foul Time: Used to retrieve a list ofcurrent Foul Times or incomplete Foul Time
requests under the authorityofthe roadwayworker holding the PDA.

Other Foul Time: This feature is used to retrieve a list oftrack currently out ofservice
under FoulTime authorization. It receives a portionoftrack as input, and for every
section oftrack out of service within those given limits; it returns a list oftrack numbers
and track owners. This knowledge will let the PDA holder know whom they should
contact in case they want access to that portion oftrack.

Requests sent by dispatchers:

New dispatcher (login'): This feature is used whenever a new dispatcher enters the
system. This request receives a territory description and a password as input and it
returns a full dispatcher terminal that will receive any request that has to do with the
given territory. Dispatchers have to log into the system before they are able to receive
requests from the PDA.

Answer request for Form D lines 2 and3:Used by a dispatcher to grant or deny the
requested Form D lines2 and3. If the dispatcher grants the Form D, they will sendthe
roadwayworker who made the requestthe appropriate information.This information
includes Form D number (automatically assigned by system), Form D recipient, date,
direction oftravel, track number, track location, and information about trains or track
cars ahead. In casethe dispatcher denies the requested Form D, it will be cancelled and
the roadway worker will be notified.

Answer request for Form D line 4: Used by a dispatcher to grant ordeny the requested
Form D lines 4. If the dispatcher grants the Form D,the appropriate information will be
sent to the roadway workerwho requested it. This information includesFormD number
(automatically assigned by system), Form D recipient, date, track number, track location,
and foreman in charge ofthetrack outof service. In case thedispatcher denies the
requested Form D, it will be cancelled and the roadway worker will benotified.

Assigntimeeffective for Form D: Once the roadway worker has received and
acknowledged the previous information for any Form D, the dispatcher assigns atime
effective. The time effective is sent tothe roadway worker and the dispatcher isnotified
of its receipt.

Answer request for Foul Time: Used byadispatcher togrant or deny the requested Foul
Time. If thedispatcher grants theFoul Time, theappropriate information willbe sent to
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the roadway worker who requested it. This information includes track number, time
issued, time allowed, employee in charge, and track location. Ifthe dispatcher denies the
requested Foul Time, it will be cleared and the roadway worker will be notified.

3. File Query Server. Handles requests sent by the PDA or the dispatcher that only require
reading a file or finding out whether a file exists.

These requests are:

Items in Mv Form Ds or Mv Foul Time reports: Form Ds and Foul Times are not stored
in the PDA. They are stored in the machine running the web server. When a roadway
worker wants to know about their own Form Ds or Foul Time, they use the PDA to
retrieve it from the web server. The roadway worker will not look for the specific file
name, they will only tell the PDA they want to retrieve a specific Form D number or a
given Foul Time.

Wait screens: While the roadway worker or dispatcher are waiting for the other end to
answer a request, a "please wait" screen lets the user know. Since the Palm VII has no
way to receive information until it has asked for it, this "please wait" screen has a button
the roadway worker will use to check whether the answer is available or not. If the
answer is available, it will be sent. If it is not available, an updated "please wait" screen
will be sent. On the other hand, the dispatcher terminal (running in a standard web
browser) has the ability to periodically check for answers from the PDA.

4. Dispatcher Terminal Refresh Query Server. The dispatcher terminal must reflect in real
time the current state ofthe work requests. This server is responsible for updating the
information every 10 seconds.

5. Simulation Query Server. Used to conduct the experiment, this server is responsible for
sending the proposed tasks to the participants.

Database

The database includes information about dispatchers, roadway workers, track (type ofterritory,
dispatcher in charge, maximum train speed), and trains (ID, schedule, engine number, number of
cars, direction oftravel, and days run). For the purpose of the experiments, the database also
includes information about tasks to be done by test users and initial delays for trains during the
experiment.

Six types oftext files are used to load the database. The data files are tab separated text files.
Following is a description oftheir functionality and format.

Dispatchers (dispatchers. txt). Includes the name ofthe dispatcher, branch (not used), limits
ofthe territory under his/her authority (initial mile post and final milepost), a territory ID, and
the password needed during login.

Territory IDs are used internally by the query servers, and they must be unique.
1. Roadway workers (MWForemen. txt). Includes informationabout registered PDAs and their

owner.

2. Track information(Track info. txt). Includes informationabout all the locations along the
track (milepost, dispatcher in charge, maximumtrain speed, interlockingor station), the
maximumnumber ofparallel tracks, the rules that apply in each track between every two
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locations and whether each location is a control point or not. Control points or scheduled
sites, will be the only locations sent to the PDA when a train OS is requested.

3. Schedule file (Boston-New Haven.txt) and (New Haven-Boston, txt). Includes
information about scheduled trains (ID, schedule, engine number, number of cars, direction
of travel, and days run)

Dispatcher Interface

Any web browser can serve as the dispatcher interface. After logging onto the home page and
selecting a territory, the user will be logged as the dispatcher in charge ofthat territory. The
system will show all the incoming messages that affect the selected territory. Figure A-5 shows
the dispatcher interface.

Rfi&IUUd fVfllYs HnieltilMiilcmtrrlrJ

Requested Form Dj

• 0003. Onol • Read

• 0002. Oriol - Read

Farm Ds waiting for time
rffective

• 0004. Onol -Read

Requested Foul Time

• 10 00a-10 30a. Oriol-
Read

Figure A-5. Dispatcher Interface

Form D 0003 is Requested

Foreman Oriolwould Ike lo woikin1 trackat/between Branford and
Guilford

Desired starting Umr 11.00a
Expected duration of wort; 1 hour

Form D # 0003

Delivered to Oriol

Date 01/28/2000

L»"4 I ZJ track out ofservice between/at
181 5Bronfoid
charge of|Otio(

Train North East Corridor
Dispatcher

r3and|90JGuihoid ' 3 :

Please select 'Confirm' togrant permission towork or 'Deny' to disregard this
form D request and then press 'SendResponse'

(• Confirm

r Deny Reason |~

Send Response
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Database Manager Interface

When the system is running, any web browser can serve as the database manager interface. From
this page, a database manager can manually update delays of the trains in the system.
Figure A-6 shows the database manager interface.
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r
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Update schedules

11

J

Figure A-6. Database Manager Interface

Type of Requests

Master Files

The system is designed to be highly configurable. To achieve this goal, not all the information
that is displayed to the dispatcher or sent to the PDA is included in the source code of the
servers. It is stored in what is called the master files. The master files arejust templates of
HTML files that are read bythe servers and filled with the correct information every time they
are used.
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APPENDIX B. QUESTIONNAIRES

Following the ideas in Nielsen, (1994) and Kirwan, (1992) three sets ofquestionnaires were
prepared. These questionnaires were given to the test users during the experiments.

The first set was a list ofquestions about background and demographics ofthe test user. The
second set was used during the usability test to evaluate the last iterations of the PDA application
design for specific major problems and to measure the user's ability to complete the tasks
effectively. This questionnaire helped to identify points ofconfusion and difficulty. The third set
ofquestions was used during the system evaluation test. It was used to validate the final PDA
application design, to check if it met minimum performance levels and to understand its
usefulness.
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Demographic Questionnaire

Demographic
1. Job title

2. Years of experience

3. Please provide examples of your interaction with
dispatchers and an average number of these
interactionsperweek [form D (lines?), foul time, signal
shutdown, train schedule update, bridge lock/unlock,
message relay, rule241, hazard report, TSRB, other...]

Type of interaction Frequency (number of times per week)

4. Pleaserateyourlevel of familiarity withthe following devices or services

Very Unfamiliar Unfamiliar Familiar Very Fa

4a. Radio 1 2 3 4 S

4b. Personal Computer 1 2 3 4 5

4c. Beeper or Pager 1 2 3 4 S

4d. Cellular phone 1 2 3 4 5

4e. World Wide Web 1 2 3 4 5

4f. E-mail 1 2 3 4 S

4g. Palm Pilot 1 2 3 4 5
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Usability Questionnaires

Miscellaneous

Presentation

1. Please rate how the information is presented to you according to the following attributes.

1a. Font size

1b. Font style (bold, normal, underlined...)

1c. Readability

Very Small Small Big Very big

1 2 3 4 5

Very
confusing Confusing Clear Very Clear

1 2 3 4 5

Very
Unreadable

Moderately
Unreadable

Moderately
Readable

Very
Readable

Very Moderately
Disorganized Disorganized

Moderately Very
Organized Organized

id. Well organized information

2. Please write down any comments that you might have
about how the information is presented to you. What
would you change if you had the opportunity?

Navigation
3. Please circle your level of agreement with the following statements.

Strongly
Disagree

3a. It is easy to navigate through the menu tree.

3b. Iwas always aware of my location within the menu.

3c I knew how to navigate to the prior screen.

3d. The menu names are meaningful.

3e. The button labels are meaningful.

3f. The menu is organized according to railroad
operations needs.

4. What menu names or button label would you change
to clarify the meaning of the commands? Can you
suggest an alternative name? Current menu name or button label

5. If you could change It.would you organize the menu
in a different way? How?

6. Please write down any comments about a particular
problem that you had while navigating.
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Task realism
7. Please circle your level of agreement with the followingstatement.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

7a. The tasks proposed in the experiment are close to
typical real interactions with dispatchers. 1 2 3 4 5

B.Would you Include any other type of task in the
experiment? What tasks?

PDA Improvement
9. Please write down any other general comments on
how we should Improve the PDA?

10. Please list and comment on any features that the
PDA must have before even considering to use it in
railroad operations.

11. What safety concerns need to be addressed before t
similardevice could be used In railroad operations?

12. Do you see any other potential uses for the PDA ?
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Train location and territory information menu
Request Screens

1. Please rate the Request Screens on the following attributes

1a. Completeness (whether you could ask for
everything you needed or not)

1b. Cooperation (whether the screens are designed to
help you introduce the required information or not)

1c. Complexity (whether the screens are puzzling or
not)

Very
Incomplete

Moderately
Incomplete

1 2

Very
Jncooperative

Moderately
Uncooperative

1 2

Very Complex
Moderately
Complex

1 2

Very Slow Slow

1 2

Very Difficult
to Understand

Difficult to

understand

1 2

Very Difficult
Moderately

Difficult

1 2

Very
Unrealistic

Moderately
Unrealistic

1d. Speed (whether there was a prompt answer to your
request or not)

1e. Understandability

1f. Entering the information that is needed by the
system

1g. Realism (whether the screens reflect railroad
operation needs or not)

2. Would you include any other information in the
request screens? What information? In what screen? Information

3. If you could change it, would you present the
requests in a different way? How?

4. What type of sites would you like to have in the drop
down lists (interlockings, stations, platforms, bridges,
other, allof them, some of them,...)?

5. How would you like the site names to be sorted by?
(milepost, name, both, other criteria)

6. Please writedown any comments that you might
have about a particular request screen.
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Moderately
Complete

Very
Complete

4 5

Very
Cooperative Cooperative

4 5

Moderately
Simple Very Simple

4 5

Fast Very Fast

4 5

Easy to Very easy to
understand understand

Moderately
Easy

Moderately
Realistic

Very Easy

5

Very
Realistic



Report Screens
7. Please rate the Report Screens according to the following attributes

7a. Amount of information.

7b. Expected type of Information.

7c. Vertical scroll bar.

8. What other type of information would you like to
receive? How accurate does this Information need to
be?

9. Write down any comments that you might have
about a particular report screen.

10. Is information about train location in the past
relevant to your work? Would you show this
information in the train OS?

11. What other attributes, if any, would you like to
include in the train status?

Very Poor Poor Abundant

Very
Abundant

1 2 3 4 5

Very
Unexpected Unexpected Expected

Very
Expected

1 2 3 4 5

Very difficult
to use Difficult to use Easy to use

Very easy to
use

1 2 3 4 5
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Form D and Foul Time menus
Request Screens

1. Please rate the Request Screens on the following attributes

Very Moderately
Incomplete Incomplete

1a. Completeness (whether you could ask for everything 12 3
you needed or not)

Very Moderately
Uncooperative Uncooperative

1b. Cooperation (whether the screens are designed to
help you introduce the required information or not)

Moderately
Very Complex Complex

1c. Complexity (whether the screens are puzzling or not) 1 2

1

Very Slow Slow
1d. Speed (whether there was a prompt answer toyour 1 2
request or not)

Very Difficult Difficultto
to Understand understand

1e. Understandability 1

Very Difficult

1f. Entering the information that is needed by the system 1

Very
Unrealistic

1g. Realism (whether the screens reflect railroad
operation needs or not)

2. Would you include any other information in the
request screens? What information? In what screen? Information

3. If you could change it, would you present the requests
in a different way? How? __

Report Screens
4. Would you change the way a Form D is displayed in
the screen? How?

5. Would you change the way a foul time is displayed in
the screen? How?

6. Do you have any comments about the screens that
tell you to waitwhile the dispatcher reviews your
request?
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Work Request Procedure
7. Foreach task below, do you have any comments about the procedurethat we have used? Howcould we improve it?

7a. Request Form D

7b. Cancel Form D

7c. View Form D report

7d. Request foul time

7e. Cancel foul time

7f. View foul time report

7g. View track out of service report

8. Is the form D request procedure close to current
railroad operations? Do you have any comments about
it?

9. Is the foul time request procedure close to current
railroadoperations? Do you have any comments about
it?

10. Write down any comments about a particular
problem that you had while navigating through the form
D or foul time screens.
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System Evaluation Questionnaire

Overall usability
1. Please rate the PDA's ease of use for the following tasks

a. Request train location

b. Request territory information

c. Request Form D

d. Cancel/Fulfill Form D

e. View Form Ds under your authority

f. Request foul time

g. Clear foul time

h. View foul time under your authority

i. View Track out of service report (under foul time or
FormD)

2. What additional features or information would you like
to include in this tool?

Task realism
3. Please circle your level of agreement with the following statement.

a. The tasks proposed in the experiment are close to
typical real interactions with dispatchers.

4. Would you include any other type of task in the
experiment? What tasks?

Very easy Easy Difficult Very Difficult

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

tatement.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 5
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Usefulness and PDA

improvement
5. Please circle your levelof agreement withthe following statement.

Strongly Strongly
agree disagree

a. If I had the opportunity, I would use the PDA to
retreive train location information

b. If Ihad the opportunity and if itwere permitted by
operating rules, Iwould use the PDA to ask the dispatcher
for protection

1

Much lower Lower Same Higher Much Higher
6. Compared to current procedures usingthe radio orcell
phone, the work load using the PDA was? 12 3 4 5

7. What safety concerns need to be addressed before
this device couldbe used in railroad operations?

8. Listand comment on any features orrequirementsthat
the PDAmust have before even consideringto use it in
railroad operations.

9. Do you see any other potential uses for the PDA?
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Not at all Slightly Moderately Very Extremely
important Important Important Important Important

10. How important is it to be able to have a wireless
portable printerto print information received from the 1
PDA?

11. Please write down any other general comments on
how we should improve the PDA?

12. Can you suggest a better name for the Personal
DigitalAssistant (PDA)?

Situation Awareness Questionnaire

Situation awareness
1. Write down an available window of time to perform
the assigned task. From: To:

2. What is the next train at your location? Is it delayed? Train # Delayed: yes / no

3. What is the maximum train speed allowed at your
location? mph

4. For the next two trains at your location indicate their
direction of travel. Write the Train ID and circle the Train Direction: East West
appropriate direction. Train Direction: East West

5. Name the dispatcher in charge of the territoryyou are
in?
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APPENDIX C. FORM D
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A briefexplanation of the useof the different lines of a Form D follows (seerules 160-173). The
brackets indicate the rulesthat applyfor each line from the NORAC Operating Rulebook.

1 [175]: Speed restrictions. Train Speed Restriction Bulletins (TSRB) areused inplace of line 1.

2 [400,402-405,502,803,805,806, 808]: Direction of travel. Written to giveauthority to track
cars to operate on a specific track between two interlockings.

3 [803,805,806,807]: Written to inform track cars about trains or track cars ahead. A track car
isallowed to move behind trains, never infront of them. The second part of line 3 isused togive
permission to passa stopsignal. Rule 241 is usually used inplace of second partof line 3. Some
dispatchers use line 3 and not rule 241.

4 [132-134]: Track goes out of service. Another railroad employee (i.e., flagman-conductor) is in
charge ofthe track.

5 [132,135]: Rebuild grade crossing without disturbing thetrack! Just nearby road.

6,7 [406]: Form D Control System (DCS), Control Point (CP) (see rules 400).

8,9 [137]: Used when a rescue train is heading towards thetrain being rescued.

10 [174]: Temporary Block Station.

11 [561]: Cab Signal System (CSS).

12 [138]: Used when a grade crossing malfunctions.

13 [132,177,400,404,406,506,507,805, 806]: General purpose. Used forexample to describe
where barricades are.

Dispatchers most frequently use lines 2,3, and 4. Lines 2 and 3 are issued to track cars and work
extra trains. Line 4 is issued to repair crew foreman, flagmen, andpoint conductors.
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APPENDIX D. PALM VII CHARACTERISTICS

The Palm VII device was a member ofthe Palm family ofhandheld organizers. Some ofthe
features ofthe Palm VII included the following:

• Pocket size: 5.25" x 3.25" x 0.75" and lightweight: 6.7oz.

• Built in wireless Internet connection with the following security measures: data
encryption, secure sockets layer, and network authentication

• Several weeks ofbattery life on two AAA batteries (depending on usage), and low
battery indicator

• Able to send and receive e-mail

• No previous computer knowledge required. Works with a stylusthat is usedto tap on the
screen and fill the requests without typing

• Infrared port that could be used with a portable printer

Its weight and dimensions together with the wireless Internetcapability made this device ideal
for data link communications with roadway workers.

The main disadvantages ofthe Palm VII device were its fragility and the fact that it couldn't
receive informationwithout first asking for it. It had two-way communication capabilities but
the communication had to always start at the Palm VII side. Its fragility made the Palm VII
useless in tough environments such as the railroad. It didn't resist rain or dust and it was hard to
read under very sunny conditions. The fact that it couldn't receive information without first
asking for it made the Palm VII device useless for receiving warnings (i.e. approaching trains).

Security and Authentication

Roadway workers expressed major concerns for adequate security to prevent unauthorized
access. Roadway workers interviewed for this study indicated that it would also be important to
positively identify the person communicating with the PDA by utilizing some form ofpassword
protection.

The Palm VII incorporated several levels ofprotection. During the wireless portion ofthe
communication, the Palm VII used a cryptographic technology developed by Certicom.
According to a product white paper (Palm Inc, 1999), "Certicom's advanced elliptic curve
cryptosystem enables significantly shorter message sizes with the security strength of their 163-
bit keys. These keys are equivalent in strength to RSA 1024-bit keys, thus minimizing message
lengths without sacrificing security." During the server-to-server portion ofthe communication
between the Palm Computing Web Clipping Proxy and other servers, 128 bits secure socket
layer (SSL) could be used. There were also other levels ofsecurity such as network
authentication and physical security of the Palm Computing Web ClippingProxy server.

Regarding authentication, again two different levels could be provided. Each Palm VII device
had a built in device ID that could be sent with every message. This deviceID was used to
identifywhich roadwayworkerwas sendingeach request. In addition,messages from PalmVII
devices that werenot registered with the systemwere ignored. Unregistered userscouldretrieve
train location information or submit a work request to a dispatcher. The second level, which was
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not incorporated intheprototype, was password-protected access to the system. Apersonal
password could have been required to communicate with the Traffic Control Center.
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GLOSSARY

Block Signal: A fixed signal displayed to trainsat the entrance to a blockto govern use of that
block.'

Block: A length of trackwithdefined limits on which trainmovements aregoverned by block
signals, cab signals, orForm D.'
Blockingdevice: A lever, plug, ring, or othermethod of control that restricts the operation of a
switch ora signal.2
Cab signal: A signal located in the engine control compartment that indicates track occupancy
or condition. Thecabsignal is used in conjunction with interlocking signals and in lieu of block
signals.'
Controlled track: Track upon which the railroad's operating rules require thatall movements of
trains must be authorized by atrain dispatcher or acontrol operator.2
Dark territory: A section of track that is not signaled. In darkterritory, the train dispatcher does
not get automatic indication of the location of thetrains, nordoes the train get automatic signals
allowing movement through the territory.3
Data link: Technology that enables information that is nowtransmitted over voice radio linksto
be transmitted over data lines.3

Fixed signal: Asignal at a fixed location that affects the movement ofa train.*
Flagman: When used in relation to roadway worker safety, means an employee designated by
the railroad to direct or restrict the movement oftrains past a point on track to provide on-track
safety for roadway workers,while engagedsolely in performing that function.

Foul Time: Method ofestablishing working limits on controlledtrack in which a roadway
worker is notified by the train dispatcher or control operator that no trains will operate within a
specific segment ofcontrolled track until the roadway worker reports clear ofthe track. 2
Fouling a track: Placement ofan individual or an item in such a proximity to a track that the
individual or equipment could be struck by a moving train or on-track equipment, or in any case
iswithin four feet ofthe field side ofthe near running rail.2

Interlocking: An interconnectionofsignals and signals appliances such that their movements
must succeed each other in a predeterminedsequence, assuring that signals cannot be displayed
simultaneously on conflicting routes.2

Movement Permit Form D: A form containing written authorization(s), restriction(s), or
instruction(s) issued by the dispatcher tospecified individuals.4

On-track safety: State of freedom from the danger of being struck by a moving railroad train or
other railroad equipment, provided by operating and safety rules that govern track occupancy by
personnel, trains, oron-track equipment.5

4NORAC operating rules

5Roadway Worker Protection Manual (RWP manual)
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Real time train OS: Dispatcher's term that refers to train schedule with time updates.

Roadway worker: Any employeeofa railroad,or ofa contractorto a railroad, whoseduties
include and isactively engaged in the inspection, construction, maintenance, orrepair of railroad
track, bridges, roadway, signal and communication systems, electric traction systems, roadway
facilities, or roadway maintenance machinery onor near the track. Also pertains to an individual
with the potential of fouling a track as well asemployees responsible for their protection.l

Shunt: Activate block or interlocking signals when present on track. 6

Track car: Equipment other than trains, operated on a track for inspection or maintenance.
Track carsmight not shunt track circuits.2

Train dispatcher: Railroad employee assigned tocontrol and issue orders governing the
movement oftrains on a specific segment ofrailroad track in accordance with the operating rules
of the railroad that apply to that segment of track.2

6Roth,E.M.and Malsch, N.1999
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